NEWSLETTER - SPRING 2020
A word from the Chairman
These words are written
during turbulent times.
The two storms of early
February
have
created
disruption and turbulence
across the country. They
have
brought
flooding,
transport chaos, devastation
and
unhappiness
to
communities and individuals
across the country. Many
schools have been left to deal
with the task of cleaning up from the effects of wind and water damage.
For many families too, their half term holidays have fallen victim to the
after effects of the storms and their impact on travel arrangements on land,
sea and air.
Whilst these storms may be seen to be one of the first results of the manmade effects of climate change, on a different topic we are just beginning
to gain an insight into what the future for the education world under a new
government.
As yet we have no firm picture; this may only become apparent in the
coming months. There will be stability as there has been no changes at the
top of the DfE and the promises of extra funding, seen during the election
campaign, were pleasing. How these will develop over the next few
months will obviously be of great interest to NASS and the Trustees will
be analysing all the information when it is released.
There have been some early indications.
The following appeared in Schools Week on January 31st

Rural Schools to get cash inducement to
acadamise
Rural local authority-maintained schools will be given access to
government funding for the first time to encourage them to acadamise
and form new chains.

The Department for Education has added a fifth ‘strand’ to its trust capacity fund, which launched
last year. However, the amount of funding on offer - £ 17 million – has not increased.
The fund will continue to be used to support existing academy trusts to ‘grow and innovate’, to
accelerate the development of mid-sized trusts and to support mergers between trusts.
But now the money will also be available to support ‘outstanding’ or ‘good’ local authoritymaintained schools in rural hamlets and villages to ‘collaborate and create new, strong multiacademy trusts.
Successful applicants in this category will receive between £50,000 and £100,000.
It comes after Schools Week revealed last year how rural schools are fighting to survive in the face of
funding cuts and other issues.
The government has sought to divert additional money to rural schools through its new national
funding formula, and has for some time attempted to encourage smaller, isolated schools to join
academy trusts.
Academy trusts are a central part of our ambition to build on the rising standards in our schools’ said
academies minister Lord Agnew.
That’s why we’re launching another round of this fund, to back some of our highest performing
academy trusts to tackle entrenched underperformance and support those schools that are most in
need’.
The first application window will open on 6th April.
We at NASS have realised for many years that the DfE has only a limited understanding of the
important role that small schools play within their local communities but it also underestimates the
quality of education provision they provide.
This announcement – which, it has to be said has not yet provided additional details, may seem, on
the face of it, to be a welcome influx of funding into many struggling schools.
However, two aspects of the comment by Lord Agnew (who has since left his post) need to be
considered:
• The funding will ‘back some of our highest performing academy trusts’ and this hardly seems
to indicate that the rural school will benefit financially.
• The phrase ‘tackle entrenched underperformance’ seems to imply that rural schools do not
have high levels of attainment, something which Ofsted may not agree.
(it also presumes that the specific nature of the rural school will be readily understood by the
‘highest performing academy trusts’ and they will seek to tailor their approach and support to meet
the new context.)
This is only the first of the challenges which are likely to be coming our way in the coming months.
We will make every effort to address them as they arise and welcome your thoughts and details of
your experiences over that time.
Enjoy the rest of the term.
Neil

A picture of small schools in England
James Bowen, NAHT director of policy, shares the findings from NAHT recent members survey, which reveals
there’s an uncertain future for small primary schools in England
Small primary schools are special places, often sitting at the heart of small, rural communities. In many
areas, they have become the focal points of these communities as other local services and amenities have
dwindled and gradually disappeared.
We know that leading a small school can be a hugely rewarding and somewhat unique experience, but there
are undoubtedly a number of challenges too.
Many of these aren’t new. Fluctuations in pupil numbers and the distribution of multiple responsibilities
across a small staff have always been a part of leading a small school. While that doesn’t make such
challenges any easier, most leaders accept this comes as part of the territory.
However, in recent time, the challenges have grown and suddenly become more pressing.
To find out about the nature and scale of these challenges, we surveyed our members working in small
schools. While there is no nationally agreed definition of what constitutes a small primary school, for this
study, we focused on those with fewer than 150 pupils on roll.
The findings were stark. Forty-two percent of respondents told us things had got so bad financially that they
were genuinely worried about the survival of their school. Around a third said they were expecting a budget
deficit this year, and more than half were predicting a deficit budget next year.
Members also told us what they had already done to try to make ends meet. A large proportion had reduced
the number of teaching assistants in the school or cut their hours. Reducing investment in resources and
continuing professional development for staff were other measures members had been forced to take.
Interestingly, only 41% of those who responded said they received sparsity funding through the national
funding formula. This is the part of the formula specifically designed to support and protect small, isolated
schools. Even in cases where schools did receive sparsity funding, it was clear this was simply not enough
to provide long-term financial sustainability. The government’s current solution for small schools appears
not to be working.
While virtually all schools have suffered as a result of the government’s funding cuts, it would seem that
small schools have found an already precarious position made even worse.
We are now thinking carefully about potential solutions to these challenges and would be interested in
hearing from members running small schools. Changes to sparsity funding could be a part of this. Still, it is
impossible to escape the fundamental point that if the funding pie isn’t big enough to start with, it doesn’t
matter how you try to carve it up because there simply won’t be enough, and small schools will continue to
suffer.

THE VOICE OF THE RECEPTION CHILD:
I am in weekly contact with our grandchild who started in the Reception class of her small village
school in September. With her parent’s permission I decided to do a short ‘interview’ to try to gain
her perspective of life as a young child in school. E is our eldest grandchild and started in her class of
18 in September. Although a little wobbly emotionally at the start she has settled in quickly and was
very happy to discuss her experiences and feelings.
Her mother is a teacher in a special school some distance away in another area three days a week
and her father who works more locally, is a governor at the school. E went to school having
experienced education and care at home and in the homes of both sets of grandparents. She also
attended a small nursery run by childminders, initially one day a week leading up to three days in
the term before going to school. She is a sensitive but generally confident child, who is curious and
interested in life and learning. However, I am very aware how tired she gets at school (despite having
a healthy appetite and plenty of sleep). She has a younger brother J who is 29 months old. The
children’s maternal grandparents are both deaf as is their mother, so both children have grown up in
the world of BSL and spoken language to their advantage.
Do you like going to school?
“Yes, I do and I’ve got lots of friends there and things I like
doing.
I like the playground ‘cos you can play tag, hide and seek and
‘What’s the Time Mr. Wolf?’ There are things to play with too
so you can build things and play stories. The big children look
after you.”
What else do you like to do in school?
“Drawing, writing, and counting with numbers. I love reading
and lunch like roast lunch. I get learning certificates too.”
Do you have any special days in school?
“Yes, we had one about dogs and Ghana day and I loved doing
the drumming.” (Interestingly she had come out of school the
day before this event telling me it was ‘Gala Day’ the next
day. Ghana Day is a day where the school fundraises to
support the education of a child in Ghana and they learn
through external providers about the country and what it is
to be a child growing up in Ghana.)
What don’t you like in school?
“There’s not much I don’t like but I don’t like it when people get
told off, but I try to play with them and I feel better.”
Are somethings difficult to learn or do?
“Writing is difficult but it’s getting easier.” (She is a confident
writer and is naturally starting to join up her handwriting.)

Does anything make you scared or upset in school?
“If I get muddled about what to do my friends F, M, R and S make me feel better.”
What about your teacher?
“She is great! We do fun things not just hard things. The other teachers are really good too.”
Is there anything you don’t like in school?
“No, I like it all but I especially like Field and Forest because we get to run about, play games and have
fresh air. Everyone loves it when we make dens and make fires.
Year 1 are in my class too and I sometimes do the same things as them. I like to make-up stories, painting,
to do ballet and P.E. and I like making things, but we only have sand to play with, no water. Sometimes
we sit on the carpet and sing songs and play games for phonics and you do special writing on
whiteboards.
I think I really like school but sometimes children don’t and they get upset.”
Which do you like best- school or holidays?
“Both!”
Thus, I am pleasantly surprised at her positive and upbeat outlook on school life and what it means
to her half way through her first year. I am also reassured at how varied her breadth and depth of
learning is too. She will be 5 years old in April and if she had been in my maintained nursery school
quite a few years ago she would have gone to Reception the following September. She was reasonably
“ready” for school (if that state really exists?) as a child who had plenty of opportunities and
experiences indoors and out in her family life but it would have done her no harm and probably given
her greater emotional confidence if she started in September 2020 rather than a year prior to this. I
also am very aware that she is not male, a summer born or a child with special educational needs or
a disability…..

A plea for more information about Ofsted and the
new inspection framework
If you have experienced an inspection since September 2019, we would love to hear from you.
We hold regular meetings with colleagues from Ofsted and they are always anxious to hear about the
experiences of individual schools.
There have already been contributions from colleagues across the country, but we need to expand
our data base.
If you could send us an A4 sheet giving a ‘warts and all’ picture of how it was for you’ then this will
allow us to continue to provide valuable information to ensure that small schools are treated fairly
and their special context recognised.
Send your contributions to me at uep@btinternet.com

JAPANESE STUDY OF UK SMALL SCHOOLS
Back in 2016 we were contacted by Midori Ueda, a senior researcher from National Institute of
Educational Research (NIER) Department in Japan. The department were considering how small
schools worked in a number of countries, including America, Australia and the UK. Neil and I met
with her in London later that year where she explained that, with the falling birth rate in Japan village
schools were (as with the UK) under threat of closure. The government was concerned that the

standard of education in these schools would not be maintained and her Department had been asked
to investigate educational standards in other countries. Her focus in this instance had been the UK
and she wanted to visit a number of small rural schools to assist with her investigations. On her first
visit she came just to look at how small schools operated, and NASS arranged for visits to be made to
a range of small member schools. The similarity of UK small schools to those in Japan led to her
continuing to visit over a number of years focusing on different aspects of small school education,
culminating this year in her wish to target how teaching assistants were used to improve the
education of children with learning difficulties. NASS is pleased to welcome Midori back and has
arranged visits to two schools in Oxfordshire, as requested, on 9th March. She will be accompanied
on her visits by her research colleague Professor Akuo Komtsu from Kyoto University.
Stop press, as we finished this newsletter, we received an email from Midori asking to postpone her visit
until the summer because of the outbreak of Coronavirus.

Julie Kelly our Headteacher Liaison Officer is headteacher of West Meon CofE Primary School
with 64 pupils on roll, the school received a visit from the Ofsted Inspectors in October with the
outcome that the school continued to be a good school. The previous inspection had been a Short
Inspection in February 2016. She was subsequently interviewed by James Bowen NAHT Director of
Policy a transcript of which is published below.
(James Bowen) What are the advantages of leading a small school?
(Julie Kelly) Well I think it is the hub of the community the centre of the community and we feel like
a big family. I know every child here and I know most of the parents. We have contact with the village
all the time, we have people who are coming in to support us; they come to do reading and trips with
us. It just makes it special and I know that we can move every child on quickly, as we know them
inside out.
You have mentioned the community quite often, tell me how does the community value the school and
what would the community lose if it was not here?
If the school wasn’t here then the majority of the children, who come from the village or next village
which does not have a school would have to travel quite a distance to find another school. We are a
Church school so we have huge support from them as the church is immediately behind us and we
park in the church yard car park and I am on the PCC.
We have a particularly
strong Parents Association,
so they are particularly
active running parties,
Cheese and Wines, Cinema
Club and we are literally
their community centre.
The butcher’s has just
closed down and all we now
have left is the Village shop
which is run by the
community and one Pub.
There is a sports club and
we join in with them paying
to use their Tennis Courts.
to use their Tennis Courts.
We are at the centre of the community and are used by the silver surfers club who use our IT suite,
because where else is that facility?
You talk about what makes small schools so special, what about the challenges?
The challenges are that in some year groups we have very few children. Our pupil admission number
is 12, we have some years where we have gone over that number to 14 so we cater for them and
there are waiting lists lower down in the school. However, we have some year groups which are only
3, as in year 6, and in year 3 we have 6 and some of those have special needs. So, our key stage 1 last
year did really well, but only 3 made ARE in writing and that comes out as 50% when you are looking

at data. People are saying they are moving away from that now but that cannot be ignored. The pros
and cons of that are that we can do really well and if we have a year group which is above 11 we get
lots of accolades and we get letters from Nick Gibb and others saying how well we are doing, but if
they are below 11 pupils then we could get 100% across the board and there is no mention at all. Our
parents go to look at performance tables and it is all greyed out, so they cannot even see our data.
That is why, on our website, we show all the different things that we do and our results. We have an
open morning annually and half the children will be in and they talk to the new parents about
everything that we do.
As the funding has come in and we have had cuts, and had to look very carefully at what we have. We
had 7 teaching assistants when I joined the school and we had to go down to 4 because I had to
balance the budget. But to retain the quality of the children’s education, that number has had to go
back up to 6. I have years 4, 5 and 6 in together and I have 3 adults in there to give them the quality
of the education that they need.
How does leadership lead in a small school, do you have a deputy, a business leader?
We did not have a business leader, but recently one of my part time admin staff has taken on a
business leader qualification that has been fantastic! She has taken off me the main day to day
property management and a lot of the health and safety and although I am still health and safety lead,
that has been a great step forward. However, I have to pay her more, as she is now far more qualified
than she was before and taking on more. I have a lead teacher, not a deputy and I was hoping to look
at co-headship for a while, but anyone coming in would have to be teaching most of the time and it is
only because I have been able to bring in finances that I have been able to maintain the levels of
staffing that I have at the moment.
Subject leadership, how many teachers do you have in the school?
3 teachers and a part-time supply who comes in 1 day a week, she is now my SENCO and my RE lead
covering leadership and PPA time. My lead teacher is in charge of English, French, Geography, Music,
History and outdoor learning, so 6 areas, as well as teaching Y4/5/6. My Early Years teacher covers
year 1 too and phonics, science, deputy DSL Prevent, DT, Art and PE. My second year NQT started to
go to core Maths meetings last year and has taken over Maths and computing. They get weekly
leadership time and all have TLRs.
How about you as a Head Teacher
I am DSL, able pupils with complete inclusion, overall responsibility for Health and Safety, property
management ,anything to do with the community, collective worship, community liaison, PSHE and
training for the new relationship education, as I have to ensure that goes through the whole school as
it will be statutory from September 2020. I’m on the Church Council, and liaise with the County in my
Union role.
You’ve mentioned Ofsted under their new framework how did you find that as a small school?
The lead up to it was horrendous because of the deep dive, which were coming in. I give generous
leadership time, they have leadership time every week as well as their PPA time, so at least a day a
week out of class. The lead inspector did comment on that and said it was really good, but it obviously
comes at a cost or I am covering. Even then people have 6 subjects or 4 subjects and our leadership
and learning partner, which we are lucky to have in Hampshire, came in and we are reviewing the
curriculum on a 3 year rolling programme. I’ve got three teachers so one was English, one Maths and

one was Science. We look at a core each year and we look at a foundation alongside it then the next
year we keep looking at the core and then we look at the next foundation. They couldn’t do it all and
that is a bit of a worry for anyone who goes beyond that year transition period for Ofsted because in
a small school they would not even after a period of 3 years have got to the end of our curriculum
review, because there are so many subjects and so few teachers. So, the lead up to it we were all very
worried and quite stressed about it. We were very lucky that our lead inspector was an exHeadteacher, we did think that it was a little bit over the top that we had the whole day with 2
inspectors and they did have problems trying to meet with people who had the same hats e.g. they

wanted to talk to the English lead with the EYFs lead with the lead inspector as well as the other
inspector wanting to talk with the leader of Maths and Science, but my Science lead is my EYFs lead.
I thought that I really made the case, knowing that each teacher should not have more than one deep
dive in the phone call on the day before and he stuck to that during the day. It was very much talking
to the pupils, which I thought was good as well. They said they don’t look at data and they did not
look at any internal data but I think that the problem with that is that I have very small year groups,
so something which was picked up on was writing from Key stage 1 the year before, which was a very
small group, so data was kind of referred to but not in a distinct way. Wellbeing of staff is the other

huge impact with small schools. I have had health issues with 2 staff last year and 1 is ill currently
which I had to make clear, which was acknowledged.
Having had the experience of the Ofsted inspection and said that there were some positives and some
negatives about it would there be improvements that you would like Ofsted to consider
I still feel that they don’t quite get how small some small schools are and that it’s got to go beyond
two years for transition, because it will take a small school longer than 3 years to go through every
subject in real detail and trying to get it up to scratch and then come back to review it again. We are a
school who have a strong curriculum and a great broad balanced diet we give and the leadership time
we give to it as well. I bring in some money to the school, which has helped to give them that
leadership time and cover; the lead inspector did comment that many small schools were not able to
do that. So where and how are these curriculum leaders in other schools managing to get the time to
go through and review their curriculum areas?
You said that the experience of the inspection was more positive is there anything you can say to leaders
in other small schools either to reassure them or even some advice.
I would say do emphasise the wellbeing of your staff. We had had a parents evening up to 9 o’clock
the night before we got the phone call and were then here till late that night. Then my staff started to
talk to curriculum inspectors about 8.15a.m. and after that they had to go straight into class. They
then talked to them at lunch time with a scrutiny of books and then they wanted to talk to them again
after school, but we were going into another parents evening at 4p.m., so my lead teacher was not
with me for the feedback .I took in my Business Manager as she is SLT. It’s trying to make these things
really clear to the inspector. I think do say that by the way they can only do one deep dive each, so
the school has to choose, and I know that they have got to choose reading. So, the wellbeing of staff,
the deep dives and everything else that is going on that day - make it clear to them and keep trying to
remind them how small the school is.

Big Welcome to Nicola Townsend
In our last newsletter we made a plea for help, in the hope that people could find a couple of hours a
month to help with:
• Secretarial work
• Social media
• Building local groups of schools
• Keeping in touch with members
You don’t need to become a Trustee or feel it necessary to attend meetings, although new
Trustees are always welcome and of course if you would like to attend our meeting we’d be
delighted.
So, when we received a call from Nicola who teaches in a small rural school offering
help we were delighted to accept and look forward to working with her, whom we
hope will be a breath of fresh air and full of ideas.

DANISH EDUCATION
During the half-term break Barbara and Andrew joined a group of 12 people including
University lecturers, teachers and consultants on a short study tour of Copenhagen. The
tour was arranged by Professor Robin Precey and Mike Davies under the auspices of Human
Scale Education. We thought you might find the summary of the visit, kindly provided by
Mike Davies, of interest. The opportunity to join one of these occasional visits, which have
included Estonia and Lithuania in the past 2 years, are open to anyone and will be
advertised on our web site.

Postcards from Copenhagen
February 16th to 19th 2020

The following ten ‘postcards’ are my attempt to reflect on our time in Danish schools. What I pick out
are inevitably themes and dispositions that are dear to me and that somehow connect with my
experiences and interests. That said, I hope the summary might be useful in your own reflections and
conversations.
I had a great time and gained much from the many discussions we had. Thank you.
Lene and Lise Lotte assembled an inspirational and demanding schedule and were excellent guides
and interpreters of what we saw. I was in awe of their organisation and skill in getting us around the
city and to some wonderfully contrasting places to eat. A big thanks to them both.
In originating and commissioning the study visit, Robin took a significant risk. I am delighted that he
did as it was good to work with him again.
Best wishes to all
Mike

A different emphasis
on the purposes of
schooling, greater
priority given to
social and
democratic goals,
less instrumental
and lower loading of
knowledge
accumulation.
Renewed emphasis
on authenticity and
learning having
meaning for the
student

More relaxed ethos, less
distance of relationships
between staff and students
e.g. first names and
teachers move to student
home rooms rather than
move to teacher rooms.

Within the 6-16 Folk
School staff tend to
recycle around three
phases, early years,
primary and lower
secondary. Even in
lower secondary it
is unusual for
students to
experience more
than 5 teachers in a
school week.

There are signs of a
renaissance of team
working and teachers
taking greater control of
their (team negotiated)
timetables, moving away
from a fixed and
unresponsive annual
schedule.

‘…..their schedule is punctuated by brief
periods of teacher-led instruction, much
of the children’s day is flexible.
Students carry out coursework in the
manner and pace that suits them —
whether it’s sprawled on a sofa in a quiet
corner or within a gaggle of talkative
classmates sharing a common

computer..’

There is a different
conversation and
different metrics that
animate professional
discourse.
No grading before
grade 8 but students
felt change of gear in
the last two years of
compulsory
education. Here
approaches remain
largely traditional.

SFO and afterschool
clubs provide young
people with a safe
routine while
parents/ carers
work, these
compliment the
school day. SFO staff
(pedagogics) are
integrated into the
school day. They are
trained for 3.5 years.
Teachers follow a
four year BA course.

Engagement of
students in their
work is seen as a
responsibility of
the teacher, more
carrot than stick,
and engaging,
interactive
pedagogies
(especially PBL)
are rapidly being
introduced.

Significant resources are
being committed to
remodelling and building
new schools which invite
new ways of working.
Teachers are being
supported by significant
INSET to ensure that the
investment will make a
difference. Interconnected
spaces as immersive
environments to support,
planning, drafting, making
and presenting are
becoming more common.

Every teacher has
a workstation at
school and
considerable
effort is made to
provide good
work and social
space for staff.

There is a trend towards
larger schools and
federations of schools
under one administrator.
Municipalities remain a
strong driving force in
school development –
while this was
appreciated some
frustration was expressed
that central control over
purchases was
increasingly inhibiting.

WHY AREN’T WE NEAR THE CHURCH?
The story of a village school
Cockerham Church and School, Lancashire
St Michael’s Church, Cockerham,
is known as the ‘Church in the
Fields’. It is built on an ancient
site going back to 1134. The
present church was built much
later. Originally, the village was
around the Church. In 1622 or
thereabouts, a school was
established within the Church. A
document dated 1679 under the
seal of the Bishop of Chester,
records a petition for a
permanent school site in the
north-east corner of the churchyard. In 1681 this school was built. No trace of this is visible today,
but its date stone still exists in the front wall of the School House, which adjoins Cockerham
Parochial Church of England Primary School. In the 1700’s owing to persistent damaging tidal
flooding on the north and west side of the church; the village moved away to the north-east and
a new village was built.
The school
eventually moved to its present site in Main
street in 1829 and remains there today.
Over the years the school has expanded and
new extensions have been built.

Canon Roger Hamblin our Vice-Chairman and
Church Liaison Officer
with pupils from Cockerham School
from Country Life Magazine (March 31st 1994)

CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES TO DIOCESAN
BOARDS OF EDUCATION (DBEs)
Roger Hamblin reports that changes are proposed to the structure of DBEs within the Church of
England.
Each Church of England Diocese is required by law, under the Diocesan Boards of Education Measure
1991 (as amended to the Education Act 2002), to set up a Board of Education; whose function is to
look after the interests of its church schools. Diocesan Boards of Education work with head teachers,
governors, Local Education Authorities and the Government (Department for Education), to uphold
and enrich the distinctive contribution of church schools to the state education system.
A new draft Diocesan Boards of Education (DBE) Measure passed through the General Synod in July
2019, and this was examined by a revision committee, which reported to the Synod in February 2020.
It is an important Measure because, once it becomes law, it will ensure that the range of functions
and powers conferred on DBEs are sufficient to enable them to play their full part in the churchschool system.
There are two key changes brought about by the draft: a new constitutional structure is created for
DBEs; and the Measure encompasses academies and the various statutory relationships that DBEs
have with them.
Under the new measure, it will be possible for the first time for DBEs to be constituted as a statutory
committee of their Diocesan Board of Finance (DBF). Each Diocesan Bishop, once the Measure was
passed, would need to produce a new scheme for his or her Diocesan Board of Education (DBE),
giving them a chance to reconsider their arrangements.
In particular, the revision committee have resisted requests to narrow the types of DBE which could
exist, and allowed three forms: unincorporated charity, incorporated charity, and as a sub-committee
of the Diocesan Board of Finance.
The definition of ‘church school’ is revised and expanded so that it is clear when such a school
acquires a designation by the Secretary of State as a school with a Church of England religious
character.
The Measure is expected to come into force on 1st January 2022, to coincide with the next triennium
for those elected to serve on DBEs. The Measure included transitional provisions in order to assist
in its implementation.

A reminder about this important conference for all involved with small schools

Small schools, big issue?
Exploring the future for small schools in England.
Organised by
Plymouth Marjon University, Diocese of Truro and National Association of Small Schools
For: Leaders of Small Schools in England; educational researchers and policy makers.
Monday June 1st 2020 from 10.00 to 16.00
The Old Cathedral School, Cathedral Close, Truro TR1 2FQ
The aim: to bring school leaders of small school, policy makers and educational researchers in the
area together to consider:
• The current and future position of small schools in England
• Review the evidence base (research) in the area to inform policy makers
• Establish a manifesto for small schools, to include areas for research to develop a robust
evidence base
Background: BERA SIG for School Effectiveness and improvement, in partnership with Plymouth
Marjon University, the National Association of Small Schools and the Diocese of Truro, invites school
leaders, educational researchers and interested stakeholder to a one-day conference on
‘Small schools, big issue? Exploring the future for small schools in England’
Small schools have been championed for the value they bring to their typically rural communities.
The future of small schools in England is in question due to policy changes and austerity for public
services funding (the National Funding Formula not offering the significant increases in funding
needed by small schools). Some Regional Schools Commissioners (RSCs) tried to set a minimum
pupil number of schools to remain viable and run at an ‘acceptable cost’.
In 2016, the White Paper ‘Educational Excellence Everywhere’ was clear that small schools must
come together in formal collaborations, preferably MATs, in order to survive. However, the
financial challenges of small rural schools can make them unattractive for academy chains or multiacademy trusts (MATs).
There is no nationally agreed definition of what constitutes a small school, with categories ranging
from fewer than 210 pupils on roll to fewer than 101. Research on small schools has also been
limited since 2000, with a need evident for more large scale, peer reviewed and funded
investigations. This conference will explore the future for small schools and attempt to establish a
manifesto to influence thinking about the difference small schools make to education in England.

Programme for the day:
10.00: Registration and refreshments
10.10: Welcome:
Neil Short, Chair of the National Association of Small Schools
Prof Ovenden-Hope, SIG Convenor
10.30: Keynote 1
Dr Ian Luke, Executive Dean Plymouth Marjon University
11.15: Move to workshops
11.25: Workshops
Workshop 1a
Small school effectiveness – challenges and successes (led by Prof Tanya Ovenden-Hope)
Workshop 1b
Creating a Small Schools Manifesto (led by Neil Short)
12.40: Lunch
13.30: Keynote 2
Dr Linda Hargreaves, University of Cambridge
14.15: Move to workshops
14.25: Workshop 2a
Small school effectiveness – challenges and successes
14.25: Workshop 2b
Creating a Small Schools Manifesto
15.10: Refreshments (take to plenary)
15.20: Plenary Panel - A Small Schools Manifesto
Rev Simon Cade (Director of Diocese Education, Cornwall),
Professor Carl Bagley (Queens University, Belfast) TBC,
Dr Cath Gristy (University of Plymouth),
Prof Daniel Muijs, Head of Research Ofsted tbc
16.00: End

Help test the Healthy Schools Rating Scheme
In July 2019, The Department for Education (DfE la nched a Be a Pha e il
f he Heal h
Schools Rating Scheme (HSRS) - a new method for evaluating how well schools support children
to keep themselves healthy.
School Food Matters is conducting a test of the new HSRS, which has been incorporated into
the existing Active Lives - Children & Young People survey. We would like to speak to Head
Teachers or SLTs at schools that either:
Have been randomly selected to complete the Active Lives - Children & Young People
survey (since September 2019); or
Are illing

in

ial he Scheme

Can you help?
If so, please contact Jack Reynolds-Ryan (Policy Officer) ASAP. Jack is coordinating the School
Food Matters response to the HSRS Trial, and will talk you through the process of contacting
your local Active Partnership (who is supporting Sports England in administering the Scheme),
and our very short questionnaire to record your experience.

For more information please contact:
Jackson Reynolds-Ryan | Policy Officer
jackson@schoolfoodmatters.org
T: 020 8878 8333

Small Schools Month June 2020
Yes – it is coming towards that time again!
Once again, we ask you to dedicate one specific event during that month as being part of NASS Small
Schools Month.
There is no need to organise anything special – as this picture shows.

Three years ago Clough in Risegate School in Lincolnshire used a school anniversary as their focus
for Small Schools Week.
This year they will use a project “From Farm to Food’ as their focus and the whole school will be
visiting the Lincolnshire Show.
We at NASS hope you will use similar events during June to show your work to the fullest.
Please send us details and photographs where possible and we will utilise these in the Autumn
Newsletter.

Small Schools, Big Hearts, Great Places to be a Poet
I’ve worked as a poet in schools for thirty years and have visited between three and four thousand
schools in that time.
My work has taken me to large literary festivals, international schools in Kuala Lumpur, Argentina
and beyond but I’ve always loved visiting small schools.
There is a warmth and intimacy about a day in a school where you can reach everyone in a meaningful
way during the course of those school hours.
I usually begin the day with a whole school performance – after the tables and chairs in the biggest
classroom have been rearranged! The great thing about a small space is that it involves everyone –
pupils and staff and they all have to join in. Audience participation is non-negotiable!
It’s great then to visit each class and work on a collective performance poem, draft ideas, redraft,
rehearse, perform, redraft again – a lot of rewriting and redrafting is done via performance – before
coming back together again at the end of the day to share the poems.
This sharing is hopefully the start of the process and just gives everyone else a flavour of what’s been
done. I will undertake to deliver different workshops and approaches with each class, often fitting
in with their topics or themes, and will offer teachers and pupils advice on extended writing, either
as a large group, small groups, pairs of individuals.
The main aim is to have fun with literacy without worrying about fronted adverbials … which is just
as well as I’m not really sure that they are!
Often, we’ll have a book and comic sale at the end of the day with parents and children.
Or sometimes an after school or early evening family performance where the children can showcase
their poems alongside myself.
In short, I love small school visits. As the title of this piece says – small school, big hearts, great places
to be a poet. And they are.
I’m also aware that the nature of small schools is limited budget that is restrictive when it comes to
outside provision and the arts and as such, would like to offer small schools the opportunity of a
poetry day at a reduced rate from my norm. this can be negotiated depending on distance, time of
event (there are sometimes in the term when I am less busy and discounts can be more favourable!),
getting other schools in your area involved etc.
So, make me an offer! First come, first versed!
Paul

paulcooksonpoet@gmail.com

Fair Funding…. or will it be?
In July MPs from all parties debated funding for small schools – details of which will appear in a
forthcoming publication. They spoke of the need to ensure small schools were funded adequately.
We at NASS are asked on a regular basis to provide information about funding for small schools and
it is vital that we ensure that the promises made during the election campaign are carried.
Many colleagues have already indicated that even with the promised funding they will still be in
danger of budget deficits in the near future.
Whilst we do not wish to know exact figures, a general indication of surplus/deficit over the next
three years will be of value.
Could you indicate the following:
- NOR
- Staffing (full/PT)
- Non-teaching staff
- Local Authority area
Please send information to the secretary: Barbara Taylor

THANK YOU
To all of you who have renewed your membership so promptly this year, it is a great boost to us that
you continue to support NASS. So far only two members from last year have resigned membership,
we trust that the few of you, who have yet to renew, will not be adding to that list. We are pleased
that many of you have not needed to contact us, but sadly in the last year an increasing number of
schools and parents have been in contact for advice and support – some who have found NASS on
line and are grateful to those who support and work for the Charity that we are there to help. We
continue to do all we can to spread the news of just how good and necessary small schools are to the
children of their communities and to the health of those communities in general. You all do a
tremendous job of involving the school in its community but are the community in the school? Often
sadly not as much as they should be, but come a threat to their school then the support can be
immense; sometimes, however that is too late to stop decisions which have been made by the Local
Authority and the Diocese.
To those, who have yet to renew membership, I hope that you won’t mind us sending you a reminder.

